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Type OSM42-KL1200C2B6 Measurement
range 150...1200mm

Beame resolution 1mm

Sport
2mm@600mm
3.5mm@1200mm

2mm(150mm~600mm)
5mm(600mm~800mm)
10mm(800mm~1200mm) Connection 2M Cable

Power supply:10...30VDC
Power Consumption:＜0.8W
Ambient temperature:-10℃...50℃
Response frequency：500Hz
Protection degree：IP67
Output：2X PUSH-PULL,adjustable

Wiring diagram

Dimensions

3.Teach button & indicator 

Indicator description：
STA:Status indicator,the target object is within the measurement range,LED keep on；
                   the target object is out of the measurement range,LED flashes(on 0.5s/off 0.5s);
L/D:Lumonpus and dark pass indicator,set to light-on,LED on； 
                                   set to dark-on,LED off；
OUT1:Switch 1 digital out indicator,LED on when output；
            At teaching mode,indicates the setting of switch 1；
OUT2:Switch 2 digital out indicator,LED on when output；
            At teaching mode,indicates the setting of switch 2；

Key description：
TEACH:Setting key

4.Teaching guide

OUT1 flashes
(Frequency 1Hz)

Click
TEACH

OUT2 flashes
(Frequency 1Hz)

L/D flashes fast
(Frequency 2Hz)

L/D flashes slow
(Frequency1Hz)

Place the measured object at the target position

Light-on mode is set and exit

Dark-on mode is set and exit

5.Installaton
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A Teach button & indicator
B Transmitter
C Receiver

OSM42 High Precision Laser Sensor 
INSTRUCTIONS
1.Description

Repeatability

                       

laser 2 655nm

2.Specifications

*1：This is a laser product,it should be used after warming up for ten minutes.

Press TEACH for 2s，to enter the setting mode

Press
TEACH for 2s

Place the measured object at the target position

Sensing distance is set  and exit

Press
TEACH for 2s

Press
TEACH for 2s

Press
TEACH for 2s

Sensing distance is set  and exit

1.In the case of color or material
difference
When the material or color of
moving object is extremely di-
-ffetent,install it in the direction 
shown on the left to keep the 
measurement error to a minimum.
2.Detect rotating objects
When detecting a rotating object,
install it in the direction shoen on 
the left,which can suppress the 
influence of the object’s vertical 
vibration and position shift.

3.When there is a step
If there is a step in the moving 
detection object,install it acco-
-rding to the method shown on 
the left,so as to suppress the 
influence of the step edge during 
measurement.

4.Measure in narrow places and 
recessed parts
In the case of measuring in a 
narrow place or hole,please be
careful not to block the light psth
from the light emitting part to the
light receiving part when installing.

5.When installed on the wall
Please install according to the
method shown on the left to avoid
the multiple reflected light from the
wall entering the light receiving part.

Click
TEACH

Click
TEACH

Click
TEACH

Main
circuit 0V NPN 

load

PNP 
load

V+ 10...30V/BN

0V/BU

Output 1/BK

Output 2/WH

0V

PNP 
load

NPN 
load
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